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DEFINE, STRUCTURE AND 
ORGANISE YOUR WORKSPACE.



Facilitate productivity & efficiency

Simply 22™ defines and structures working 
spaces. It is an elegant floor and desk-based 
screening system designed to promote 
productivity and efficiency, whilst simultaneously 
creating a working environment that is neat, 
functional and well organised.

Balance interactivity & privacy

Simply 22™’s screens and accessories create 
a balance in the workplace, promoting an 
interactive working environment without 
compromising privacy or productivity.



ADDING STYLE, ELEGANCE 
AND FUNCTIONAL VALUE TO 
YOUR WORKPLACE.



Creative, flexible solutions

Simply 22™ adapts as your company evolves 
and is quick to install and reconfigure. Ease of 
installation allows for greater flexibility and 
rapid change.

Screens can be reconfigured without any 
tools, minimizing the downtime associated with 
layout changes.

Fabric, perspex and glass are amongst the 
many finishes that can be incorporated, allowing 
designers to creatively express the unique 
attributes of any company.

Effortless workstation cable management

Simply 22™’s power poles route cables to 
the workstation effortlessly and include an 
integrated channel that separates the voice/data 
and power cables. Power poles may be used 
independently of the screens, providing power 
from the ceiling to any part of the workplace.



Screen thickness
22mm 

Screen heights
From 750mm to 1800mm

Screen widths

From 300mm to 2400mm 

Panel finishes
Fabrics
Glazed or plexiglass panels
Laminates
Painted finishes
Wallpaper

Aluminium finishes
Natural Anodised
Bright Silver Anodised
Powder Coated

Personalise & organise workstations

Simply 22™’s stylish accessory panels are built into the screens. They are designed to maximise 
desk space, providing vertical off-desk storage for documents, stationary and the like, thereby adding 
functional value and creating organised, personalised workstations. 
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1. Pen and pencil holders   2. Note trays   3. Sorting trays

Specifications
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FLOOR-BASED SCREENS

1. Full fabric straight top

2. Full fabric wave top

3. Full glass or plexiglass 

straight top

4. Full glass or plexiglass 

wave top

5. Combination glass or 

plexiglass/fabric straight 

top

6. Combination glass or 

plexiglass/fabric wave top

7. Accessory rail

8. Clip-on accessory rail 

suitable for freestanding 

or desktop screens

DESK-BASED SCREENS

9. Full fabric straight top

10. Combination glass or 

plexiglass/fabric straight 

top

11. Full fabric wave top

12. Combination glass or 

plexiglass/fabric wave top
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POWER POLES

13. A 4 way central  

power pole

MODULARITY POLES

14. For freestanding or desktop 

screens, where modularity 

of screens to desk is 

essential

ACCESSORIES

15. Integrated accessory rail

16. Pen/pencil holder

17. Sorting tray

18. Stabilizing foot 
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ACTUAL SIZE = 22MM 



ACTUAL SCREEN
THICKNESS = 22MM
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